Fake News From The Islamic Perspective
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Abstract. The facts and truths of the news have always become the imperative point in informing and updating the public. However, the fake news emerged has disrupted the originality and authenticity of the news. It has become a longstanding issue when social media sites become a platform in disseminating fake news, videos, photos, etc. rapidly to the public. They become more aggressive due to the development of information communication technologies and made the quality of the news posted become questioned. Furthermore, fake news emerges abundantly and easily on online platforms than before. Thus, this paper discusses fake news by examining the current trends of fake news in today’s journalism through the previous scholarly discussion on this topic. In the era of Revolution Industry 4.0, the role of technology in reducing or/and increasing the threat of fake news in modern communication is also discussed. Lastly, this paper illustrates the concept of Islam towards the issue of fake news and provide what Islam has to say about fake news. It shows that Islam teaches us to be “wasatiyyah” or being moderate to uphold the trustworthy and highlight self-respect by dissemination news with facts, values, and reliability.
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Introduction

Fake news is notorious in the digital communication world today although the practice is nothing new to journalism. Today, it is discussed not only by ordinary people but also by communication scholars and invite many studies to understand the phenomenon and to suggest ways to reduce the negative impact of producing and disseminating fake news among the public. It is such an unprecedented phenomenon that fake news now appeared too real, sometimes more than real (Berkowitz and Schwartz, 2015).

Fake news is yet to be defined with a firm definition by scholars. Some terms are used to define fake news such as “intentional deception” (Finneman and Thomas, 2018), information disorder (Claire Wardle quoted in Jorgensen et al. 2018), and “similar to real news” (Tandoc et al., 2018).

The literature on fake news has been summarized by Jorgensen et al. (2018) that includes studies on fake news in the post-truth era in terms of professional practices including the needs of fact-checking using new technology, the relationship between news originations and audience, the changing practice of journalistic labor and the issue of journalistic practices and audience relations.

It has also been shown that social media is the main tool that enables the production and spread of fake news in the modern era. However, it is also modern technology that allows fact-checking to be performed more rigorously by journalists to reduce misinformation.

In Islam, producing lies and disseminating lies are both sinful (Jasmi, 2005). According to the study by Wan Hakimin et.al, (2018) they stated that Islam teaches us to check and verify any information that we received before disseminating them with regard to maintain harmony and peace among Muslim societies. This is because any information or news obtained without the
guarantee of truth and certainty will result in hostility and strife. This applies to all kinds of activities that involve elements of deception including fake news. Hence, the objective of this paper is to discuss fake news from Islamic perspective. Derived from previous scholarly discussions and Islamic manuscripts on fake news, this paper attempts to provide what Islam has to say about fake news. We start the discussion by presenting an overview on fake news in today’s journalism, the relationship between fake news and technology, and fake news in Islamic perspective.

Research Methodology

A Conceptual Research. This is a conceptual paper solely to study the topic on fake news from the Islamic perspective. The study reviews previous literature from journal articles, books, and newspaper clippings as the method to collect the data and analyze the literature. According to Gilson and Goldberg (2015), many of the conceptual papers do not provide data since it only focuses on the integration of findings and perspectives from many published academic sources related to the topic. Thus, the conceptual paper is basically will provide logic and arguments based on the literature reviews rather than testing the data empirically. Snyder (2019) stated that the use of literature reviews is to provide an overview of a certain issue or research problem. Snyder also explained that the researchers can use various methods, strategies, standards, and guidelines developed to analyze the literature review. This concept paper is intended to study and identify what is fake news from Islamic perspective. Other than that, the paper goes to analyze the current scenario of fake news and the technology that has affected the fake news. Several methods were used to collect and analyze the literature. The collection of articles related was gathered through academic databases pertaining to fake news such as Scopus, Science Direct, and Web of Science. On top of that, Google search engine also has been used to search the term of ‘fake news’. The most helpful literature was from Tandoc et al. in 2018 which identified six ways (satire, parody, fabrication, manipulation, propaganda, and advertising) to explain the term of fake news based on their review on published academic studies. Hence, from their study, we know that the issues of fake news can be explored in various aspects and not only into media specifically. Thus, this concept paper tries to have a different idea by discussing the fake news from Islamic perspective. On top of that, books, presentation papers, and newspaper clippings play roles to support the information and arguments. The same method applied to find any online books, paper presentations, and news articles related to the topic.

Results and Discussions
Fake News in Today’s Journalism

Fake news is used as a term that denounces media and journalism, and simultaneously a term for various levels of wrong and fabricated information. Fake news can be categorized into intentional and unintentional, where unintentional can include sloppy reporting and propaganda respectively (Quandt et al. 2019).

Claire Wardle’s keynote speech (Jorgensen et al. 2018) proposes that the notion of fake news can be understood from the broad issue of “information disorder”. To her, much information that is considered as fake news is not actually fabricated but is used out of context or being manipulated by journalists. Fake news, she added, ranges from satirical news, which is the least harmful, to fabricated content which is the most harmful to the audience. At the same time, the harm of fake news is not merely about the impact of fake news to the audience but can also be extended to “fake news label” which is the instrument to delegitimize news media.

This includes obvious journalistic deception as described by Lasorsa and Dai (2001). They identified seven types of fake news based on journalistic activities: full fabrication (total fabrication of a news event), fact fabrication (fabrication of particular elements of a story), dateline fabrication (where the reporter was not present at the scene they were identified as being), source fabrication (invention of a source), quote fabrication (falsifying a quote), plagiarism (duplication of another’s work) and the use of undisclosed bylines (where work by others is not accurately attributed).

This brings us to some recent definitions of fake news that have been discussed by scholars that include “appropriates the look and feel of real news from how websites look to how articles are written and how photos include attributions.” (Tandoc et al. 2018), while Finneman and Thomas (2018) define
fake news as sharing some concepts with media hoaing: awareness of falsehood, intent, and scale. Therefore, they concluded that “fake news is the intentional deception of a mass audience by nonmedia actors via a sensational communication that appears credible but is designed to manipulate and is not revealed to be false (p.9).

In journalism, fake news is nothing new. The act of muckraking, for example, historically is the act of faking facts and information. However, today, in the digital era, fake news is much more rampant because it is so easy to produce fake news and easy to share. In this instance, social media is seen to be the main culprit of this phenomenon. Newman et al. (2017) in Reuters Institute Digital News Report 2017 demonstrates growth in social media for news such as WhatsApp. Malaysia, for instance, recorded 51 percent of usage, followed by Brazil of 46 percent and Spain of 32 percent.

The popularity of social media does not only show in consumer use but also in journalism practice. Johnson and Kelling’s (2017) study on Facebook demonstrate how Facebook has changed the whole practice of professional journalism. For example, Facebook is seen as a new form of news organization when they can criticize traditional news organizations.

In India, the literature suggests a slightly different phenomenon of scholarly research in fake news. Bhaskaran et al. (2017) for instance argued that while debates on fake news in the West engaged with the non-elite audience and the culture of fact-checking, in India, the focus is more on issues on hampering institutional forces and outdated journalism curricula in universities. This suggests for issues related to fake news must be tackled not only from journalistic perspective but also public policies (Tambini, 2017).

A further question arises when discussing fake news in the western democracies. Humprecht (2018) compared online disinformation re-published by fact-checkers from the US, the UK, Germany, and Austria. The findings demonstrate that there are significant differences between English-speaking and German-speaking countries. For instance, partisan disinformation is mostly shared in the US and the UK, while in German-speaking countries, fake news attacks political actors. This study concludes by arguing that online fake news is shaped by a specific national information environment and not a merely technological-related issue.

At the same time, individuals also need to play their role as agents to reduce the impact of fake news. Tandoc et al. (2018) studied 2501 Singaporeans to understand how people authenticate information they receive from social media. The study shows that individuals rely on their own judgment and the source of the message to determine trust. However, if they still doubt the authenticity, they utilize external resources to authenticate the news they read. This further suggests the need for evidence-based journalism to be one of the crucial forms of journalism in the future. The power of such a form of journalism has been proven in the exposure of global scale wrongdoing such as the Panama Papers. It is here we can see how digital technologies, although they are responsible for various uncertainties and misuse of journalism principles, it also offers opportunities for evidence-based journalism to flourish (Carson and Farhall, 2018).

This may further be associated with a larger issue in journalism which is trust. Reuters Institute Digital News Report 2017 also shows that based on YouGov survey of over 70,000 online news consumers in 36 countries including the US and UK, there are variations in trust in over 36 countries in the study. Finland records the highest country who trust the news (62 percent), while Greece and South Korea are the lowest (23 percent) (Newman et al., 2017). Teenagers, in a study conducted by Marchi (2012), shows different attitude toward news and their trust to news. They talk with trusted adults to reconfirm news they read and rely on social networking to get latest news. Although this study reveals that teens value truth in reporting, they unfortunately are not convinced on trustworthiness of professional news. Traditional news is “boring” and “predictable” in terms of subject matters discussed. On the other hand, postings on social media are more opinioned and allow them to understand the wider meanings of political happenings and thus develop their own opinions on issues.

**Fake News and Technology**

The majority of scholars relate fake news as similar to disinformation campaigns, cyber propaganda, cognitive hacking, and information warfare, which all can conclude
as the manipulation of public opinion in order to achieve certain goals (Gu, Kropotov & Yarochkin, 2017). Later, Lazer, et al. (2017) stated that fake news overlaps with other information disorders, such as misinformation, which can be defined as false or misleading information, and disinformation, which defined as false information that is purposely spread to deceive people. No matter what, the increasing of fake news is due to the connectivity and digital platforms that make it possible to share and spread information, where the barriers of time and distance do not exist anymore, while at the same time, ease the process of spreading fake news that affects our real life. Each of fake news issues proved the influence of this technological manipulation can have on people's daily lives either positively or negatively (Gu, Kropotov & Yarochkin, 2017).

Historically, the faking of news stories has been around for a long time and has evolved into something far more aggressive due to the development of information communication technologies that allow rapid transmission and communication (Greg, 2018). Unfortunately, every development of new technology, from the telegraph in the 19th century to contemporary social media algorithms, has initiated new possibilities of deception and fabrication (Gelfert, 2018).

Lazer, et al. (2018) defined “fake news” to be invented information that mimics news media content in form but not in organizational process or intent. However, these fake-news channels have lack news media’s editorial practices which also affecting the process of ensuring the accuracy and credibility of information. According to Posetti and Matthews (2018), the advancement of technology allowed the fake news channels to copy the real news websites and with less effort, they easily manipulate audio and video to create copied representations of any number of sources.

Fake news has also been used to refer to the manipulation of real images or videos to create a false narrative. Manipulation of images has become an increasingly common occurrence with the advent of digital photos, powerful image manipulation software, and knowledge of techniques. Effects may range from simple to complex, and simple adjustments can include increasing color saturation and removing minor elements (Tandoc Jr., Lim & Ling, 2018).

The manual editing, publication, and amplification, which were handled by the experts previously, now can be done by anyone due to the technology of Internet. The internet is providing a vast array of services where content can be published, from basic web servers, via hosting services, to social networks where content is connecting developers and consumers. Unlike traditional news processing, there is not a single point where the content of fake news could be supervised, controlled or quality-assured, because people are their own gatekeepers without depending to any professionals (Turk, 2018).

Much of the evidences point a finger at social media sites, and online news distribution sites in general, as the main sources of rising concerns about fake news, false news, and the quality of news (Martens et al. 2018). Platforms like Facebook are in a powerful position to influence the process of spreading fake news. Relatively, both real and fake news can circulate through social media because the technology suits fake and real news equally well (Turk, 2018). Despite the advantages provided by social media, the quality of news on social media is lower than traditional news organizations. However, because providing news online is much cheaper, faster, and easier to disseminate through social media, large volumes of fake news, such as those news articles with intentionally false information, are produced online for a variety of purposes, such as financial and political gain (Shu, Sliva, Wang, Tang & Liu, 2017).

Mohale and Leung (2019) stated that the extreme spreading of fake news can have serious negative impacts on society because it leads to an inequality of the news nature which is, to tell the truth. Furthermore, propagandists and politicians always use fake news to convey their political messages and manipulate readers to accept certain biased and distorted facts, and these fake news influences on how their readers react to their environments, and frequently generates misunderstandings, doubt and delay the ability to differentiate between what is right and what is not effective.

Other than that, the evolution of smart devices such as mobile phones and other handheld devices has enabled more diverse services to consumers, and with the advancement in mobile technologies, the services are also becoming smarter, ubiquitous, and more pervasive. The current evolution towards 5G networks is not only
benefiting the consumers but also the involved stakeholders. This advancement technology will help various stakeholders to enhance their business models for bigger and better revenues (Ahmad et al., 2019). However, Yuval Harari (2018; cited in Bakowicz, 2019), who combines fake news with advertising, claims that false information is often the foundation of business activities, such as Coca-Cola Company, which builds its brand on the combination of carbonated drink with youth, fitness, and joy, while in fact, drinking Coke contributes to the development of diabetes and heart disease.

Nagi (2018) mentioned that social media, messaging apps, and various email platforms provide a constant stream of news to the users either from close people or from total strangers. News stories on social media can now come in the form of links or shares, which is not stressing the original publisher and might allow the altering of the source. Unfortunately, fake news also comes to users, whether they expect it or not. In the end, false news can be brought into the market because it is cheap to produce and distribute. If in a real environment, publishers of fake news would quickly be caught, lose their credibility, and might unable to set up a sustainable business. However, publishers of online fake news which experience low production and zero distribution costs, combined with quite definite access to advertising revenue, make false news production economically more sustainable (Martens et al., 2018). Since the origin of the fake news is hard to trace, it will be much more difficult to locate and take legal action to those behind such actions (Nagi, 2018).

According to Jang et al. (2018), the process of searching for the root of fake news on social media is particularly challenging for numerous reasons. First, it is difficult to track down the original source of online information because it is often posted and published by authors whose identity is hidden or unknown. Second, unlike traditional publication outlets where the citation of sources is the norm, social media dialogues often neglect standard protocols for reporting who says what. Finally, as social media content is often transformed through the process of sharing and spreading, it is hard to determine which version of media content is closest to the original.

No matter what, even if the quest for a system to prevent the creation of fake news contradict with many democratic values like freedom of speech, however, it is possible to identify elements in the technology which can help to solve the issue of fake news. Figueira and Oliveira (2017) believe that, currently, the necessary settings and resources to attack this problem are available, such as the technology in form of algorithms, the hardware to cope with big data, and access to big data for training the algorithms. Besides, various fact-checking organizations, such as Snopes and PolitiFact, have been initiated to expose or confirm news stories. While these organizations are based on “fact-checking journalism”, that relies on human verification, more desirable automated technological solutions have been proposed by technological companies like Fact Mata which aim to provide fake news detection solutions to businesses and consumers and assign credibility scores to web content using artificial intelligence. Various other automated solutions in the form of plug-ins and applications such as BS-Detector and Crosscheck provide similar automated fact-checking services (Zubiaga et al. 2016).

In conclusion, technology in general and social media in particular does not only introduce new challenges for dealing with fake news but also offers a potential for mitigating it more effectively (Lazer et al., 2017). Vasu et al. (2018) stressed that lessons from the CVE (Countering Violent Extremism) experience, where critical thinking skills useful in steering youth away from radicalization, can also be applied to solve fake news issues. In addition, there are existing media literacy programs that can be implemented such as the Safer Internet Day, which is promoting responsible use of digital technology, which has been organized in Singapore by the Media Literacy Council (MLC). Besides that, as suggested by Bakir and McStay (2018), policymakers and authorities also need to take immediate steps to consult with international associations representing advertising, large advertisers, ad networks, and programmatic firms, to practice healthier advertising media environment. If all these related advertising companies choose not to support and advertise in fake news channels, this might result in the failure of the channels to survive independently.

Islamic Perspective on Fake News

Connecting faith or religion with today’s media technology is becoming more common especially in humanity or practical judgment towards certain issues. According to Hope
and Jones (2014), there are several factors known to become an influence in people’s perceptions of new technologies which among them also include proximity to and familiarity with the technology, attitudes, beliefs, and values. Their study involved the Christians, Muslims, and secular as participants and they found that lack of belief in an afterlife or divine intervention led the secular participants to focus on human responsibility and the need for action, bolstering the perceived necessity of a range of technologies. This shows that religion is crucial in influencing one’s decision when using new technologies.

In Islam, from Anas ibn Malik, it is reported that Rasulullah (pbuh) said, ‘seeking knowledge is an obligation upon every Muslim’. With today’s advanced technology, seeking knowledge has become effortless as almost everything is reachable through the Internet. As it seems easy to obtain any type of information through this medium, obtaining fake information has become a challenge too. Fake news, for example, has become a serious issue, especially when it damages one’s reputation or pride in front of the public. Islam is seen to promote reverence for all forms of life, including the fair treatment of non-human species. Hilal and Andi (2013) justified that Islam is the real custodian and guardian of human rights for every human being. Thus, it is also the responsibility of human beings to protect each other especially one’s pride that will affect the person’s life.

Fake news reflects the arrogance of a person or party in sensationalizing something to attract people’s attention. As stated under the Maqasid Al-Sharia, two key principles exhort within the Islamic traditions are the ‘protection of faith’ and protection of life’ as the first two of live objectives of Islamic law. From Ibn Abbas, the Messenger of Allah (pbuh) said that ‘there is no human being except that the wisdom of his mind is in the hands of an angel. When he shows humility, the angel is ordered to increase his wisdom, when he shows arrogance, the angel is ordered to decrease his wisdom. This shows that arrogance may lead to the false sense that nobody else could teach them and that the rejection of the truth will only damage their pride and ego. In addition, the objectives of the law of Maqasid Al-Sharia also consist of five broad categories: (1) establishment of justice, (2) educating the individual, (3) upholding morality in public and private, (4) preventing hardship on individuals and society; and (5) preventing oppression. These objectives clearly emphasize the importance of education, but at the same time upholding justice and protecting the harmony of an individual and society which will not happen if people continue to believe in fake news or information.

Human rights, on the other hand, has become a weapon for these irresponsible parties in spreading false stories. This happens not only in Muslim minority countries but in the Muslim majority too. Many in a position of authority often cite a note of critics on possible divergences between the Islamic tradition and the human rights discourse for a rather insidious purpose (Ibrahim El-Houdaiby, 2018). In order to claim what they were doing is right, they often use human rights to win their judgment on their actions. Moreover, human rights are also being internationally debated throughout the world.

In a case study of Zakir Naik (as reported by MT Webmaster in Malaysia Today, October 21, 2019), an Indian Muslim preacher being accused of his comments could have been aimed at creating fissure in the multiracial nation said that people must verify the information received and the context before believing in it or passing it on. This case is very similar to fabricating facts or quotes, as mentioned previously in this paper. Either it was done intentionally or unintentionally, Naik has become the victim of those who believed the falsified quotes which clearly has been edited to highlight only on specific parts of his speech that might lead to a misconception of the viewers and listeners when they saw or listen to the edited speech. Given the freedom, which is entitled to every human being in Islam, there are also limits in the freedom which will protect and safeguarding one’s doing in order not to overdoing it. This has become a debate especially with those who chose human rights as the only way to guarantee humanism. The long and rich conceptual and practical legacy of universal human rights law and history are not known today to Muslim intellectuals and policymakers (Senturk, 2018). This has prevented people from understanding the proper meaning and concept of human rights from the Islamic worldview.

However, according to Azril Mohd Amin (2018), cultural relativists object to universalism and argue that human rights are culturally dependent and that no moral principles can be applied to all cultures. As stated under the Federal Constitution, Article
3(1) provides that Islam is the religion of the federation and this is a clear fact that everybody should take into account that emphasizes the uniqueness of Malaysia. Hence, Malaysia’s perspective on human rights is that they must be in line with local cultures and norms, and in line with Islam’s position as the religion of the Malaysian federation (Azril Mohd Amin, 2018).

Being one of the Muslim majority countries, Malaysia has seen to take an effort in its legal form by enforcing its newly introduced Anti-Fake News Act (AFNA). Although this could refer most towards political angle, however, there is not much evidence in putting a standard to define ‘fake news’, especially differentiating it from political, social, or cultural context. According to AFNA, fake news includes any news, information, data, and reports which are or are wholly or partly false, whether in the form of features, visuals, or audio recordings or in any other form capable of suggesting words or ideas. Those elements will probably fall into different possibilities that might include slander, fraud, insult, dissent, false advertising, hate speech, rumors, and many others which will affect people differently which may also include non-legal approaches.

Referring to all of the elements that could fall under the definition of fake news, Islam, in its teaching also upholds ‘wasatiyyah’ or being moderate. This concept proposes Muslims to bring people together, and at the same time respecting their differences as it consists self-respectable, good, lovable, useful, reliable, trustworthy, and friendly Ummah to humanity, as the good predecessors used to be during their times of self-sufficiency and cultural security (Ibrahim El-Houdaiby, 2018). The concept is directly in contrast with the elements defining fake news as mentioned earlier.

As the false news will definitely give unnecessary impacts towards certain people or parties, these affected ones could either be strong enough to face, just ignored, or will fall fast or slowly due to the damage of reputation or good names. This is totally different from Islamic ethical teachings, on the other hand, which emphasizes the protection of the weak and vulnerable (Arzoo and Mehrunisha, 2018). Knowing the uncertain impacts, Islam teaches not to practice any types of practice that were overdone which might hurt others in return of the irresponsible act, especially from fake news. Which is why, according to Asma T. Uddin (2018), in order to protect from such harm, policymakers should help to facilitate awareness of (1) Muslim involvement in the circulation of international human rights norms, and (2) viable Islamic scholarly arguments that support a robust conception of human rights.

For instance, a case study of a Danish citizen, Salah Salem Saleh Sulaiman, who was accused of sharing an inaccurate criticism of the police on social media. He, who was on short term visit to Malaysia was charged with spreading false news after posting a video on YouTube. He accused the police took 50 minutes to respond to distress calls. Obviously, the accusation has tarnished the good name of the Malaysian police for not doing their job professionally. After the case was brought to the Court, Salah was unrepresented and that he pleaded guilty. Such accusations will not only affect the police’s reputation but could also bring harm to the society in which the case might affect the society’s trust towards the police and the authority by giving more space for similar accusations to happen.

To conclude, fake news is most similar to lies that affect one’s perception towards some things or some people or from a legal perspective, can be claimed as a type of violation. From the Islamic perspective, ranging from a full endorsement of the status quo and subordinating Islam with its Sharia, will lead into a negotiation in considering true or fake information that a person gets. Verification of the truth in a story is crucial in order to protect a person to believe in fake information. Islam also teaches that people must work hard to realize the truth of genuine self-sufficiency; to abandon any sense of insecurity, based on a real presence of authentic security (Ibrahim El-Houdaiby, 2018). By practicing a ‘wasatiyyah’ or moderate life in the present modern world, one could be wiser in relating their own tradition and faith in valuing or judging news they received from any channel or medium.

Conclusions

Fake news can be summarized as a form of misinformation whether it is done intentionally or unintentionally. With its long history in journalism, we can say today that fake news is much more easily produced and disseminated with the help of technology. Various manipulation may be done by
amateurs to manipulate information in many forms. Deception and fabrication become much easier and faster to produce, increasing the possibility of more fake news produced in the future. In terms of dissemination, social media can be one of the most popular culprits for this, making information sharing free and easy, regardless of whether it is genuine or fake. In Islam, the production and dissemination of fake news suggest arrogance in one’s heart. Here, a genuine act seems to damage the doer’s pride and ego. It is here that the concept of wasatiyyah is pertinent to be practiced by the Muslims, so our acts are guided with moderate and sensible decisions.
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